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INTERVIEW

NL: Tell me about your work and your
interest in women in the justice system.
SC: I’m particularly interested in helping correctional
services think about women and why they need to be
treated differently. Many years ago when I began going
to addiction conferences nobody talked about women.
Yet in my clinical practice I was working with women
with addictive disorders. Professionals were leaving
out [what] my clients were talking about. I realised the
issues for the women were different.
Thinking about substance abuse, women had
much more shame than men did, their families were
much more judgemental about the women than the
families of men … No one talked about women with
trauma histories back in the ‘80s and did not discuss
a connection between the substance abuse and the
trauma, or even trauma and mental health.
[In] corrections it was exactly the same thing: the
women’s voices were missing. Things were being done
across the board for both men and women without
considering ‘is this really effective in terms of services?’
At that point they never considered the dietary
needs of pregnant women in prison, the women
got the same calorie menu that the men got, but
the women didn’t work out, and it wasn’t adequate
nutrition for the pregnant women. It was the invisibility
of the women that I’d seen in the addiction field and
even more so in the correctional facility.
NL: Is the trauma experience different for
women?
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Yes both in terms of risk, experience and response.
If you take a girl and a boy, they are both at risk of
physical and sexual abuse and they’re both at risk from
people they know, particularly family. But then you
move into adolescence. For a teenage boy his greatest
risk for abuse generally comes from people who dislike
him. If he’s a gay young man or a man of colour … it
could be the police, it could be his peers. If he’s a gang
member it’s the oppositional gang. If a man serves in
the military, his greatest risk comes from the enemy. If
he lives in the free world, in the community his greatest
risk of harm comes from a stranger.
But for an adolescent girl, her greatest risk is in her
relationships. For a woman in her adult life, if she serves
in the military, her greatest risk comes from the men
she serves with. If she’s in the community, her greatest
risk of harm again comes from her relationships.
So when we work with men with a history of
trauma … it is very unusual to work with a man who
was harmed by someone he knew as a child, then
harmed in adolescence by someone he was in a
relationship with, and again as an adult by someone
he was in a relationship with. It’s a very uncommon
pattern. But very typical for girls and women. And this
makes a difference in terms of the responses to trauma
and the type of services they need.
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NL: Can you say a bit about trauma-informed
practice and why it’s relevant within a justice
context?

NL: If you could choose one thing to change
within the justice sector to improve practice,
what would that be?

Trauma-informed practice is not trauma treatment.
Trauma-informed practice is how we do our work and how
we deliver our services. It’s the setting, the culture. Its asking
the question, “when a person is coming to get help, what is
the environment like?”
We talk about being trauma-informed because very often
we have to adjust the way we do ‘business’ in order for the
trauma survivor to benefit from the service we are trying to
provide. It could be the way the phone is answered, it could
be the way the waiting room looks and functions; it can be all
kinds of things. Being trauma-informed is stepping back and
going through every piece of how a service is being provided
to see how it’s operating.
When we think about corrections, institutional settings,
many practices are really difficult for trauma survivors. Being
cuffed, being pat searched, cavity searches, being put in
isolation … all of these can create a terrible reaction for a
trauma survivor. For a woman in particular, when she is out
of control, what do people do? They escalate their control.
So there are a lot of things we do as standard operating
practices which are problematic. Women in the criminal
justice system usually have multiple experiences of abuse
and trauma.

Stop yelling at women and to stop calling them names. [ …]
I visited a women’s prison when I was in Cambridge and I was
amazed at the correctional staff and how polite they were. In
our U.S. prisons you’ll hear correctional officers calling women
whores, they’ll do that in front of the visitor … but I don’t hear
that in your settings. [ …]
[The terminology of personality disorder and borderline
personality disorder] is used a lot … I would ban the word
…[and] say that someone has a history of complex trauma
… The criteria [for complex Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder]
is very similar to borderline personality disorder. One of the
criteria is multiple incidents of childhood sexual abuse. Using
the diagnosis of complex trauma, I think this is more useful
than borderline. Borderline personality disorder has become a
pejorative and it’s gendered.

NL: So it’s a way of making sure the
professionals are aware of the impact of the
environment and their behaviour?
Absolutely: anyone involved in any way in the system
needs to become trauma informed. I present it as ‘I have
something I can help you with in the next couple of hours
that will make your job easier for you. You have a hard job, it’s
a really difficult environment, the expectations are amazing
and there’s a piece that’s been missing for years.’
NL: One of the concerns we’re beginning to
hear is that there’s almost more of a focus
on women now than on men. Is that a realistic
concern?
Yes and no. On one hand this new emphasis is balancing
out the years of invisibility. Another way of looking at this is
something that developing countries have known for years. A
dollar spent on a woman is a dollar spent on a family: a dollar
spent on a man is a dollar on an individual [ …] spending
money on women makes sense especially for families.
Although services have been designed for men, we really
haven’t taken gender into consideration in men’s services:
the messages men have received growing up, about what it
means to be a man, and often how that plays out, how that’s
linked to crime. So prison systems have been designed for
men, but I don’t think they’ve actually considered gender. I
think helping men acknowledge the trauma in their lives, that
piece has been missing.

NL: They do have programmes for women here
but you have to be serving over a certain length
of time, and very few of the women are actually
doing that.
I think it’s a human rights issue. If we say ‘you’ve done
something wrong and we are going to take you out of your
home and community and put you in a secure facility and then
do nothing’: I think we have to do something. The goal is for
people come out better not worse.
I don’t think I can do this interview with you without saying
something about my experience of being [in Scotland] and
particularly hearing about the thoughtfulness that went into
the planning for the new women’s prison [at Inverclyde]….
There’s always an issue about whether you want to build new
facilities, because we don’t want to fill them, and actually we
don’t want any prisons, and we don’t want women’s prisons,
that’s fundamental. But if we’re going to have to have one, the
idea that they started thinking about what this should be like,
and that then when they mentioned it to the architect, he said
“Oh, you don’t want a prison; you want a healing centre….‘
And that he got it, and then they started to design it…. “. I
haven’t seen or heard that anywhere. So I think they have to be
commended for having the wisdom and the foresight … and
the commitment … to try to do something different.
I don’t have the power to stop women going to prison, but
I can work to make the experience better than it is. All prisons
should be abolished as far as I’m concerned. We need secure
units for a very few women and few men. Because for most of
them I just don’t think we are at risk.

Read Anne McKechnie on page 23 of this issue on
Tomorrow's Women, a trauma-informed service for
women offenders in Glasgow.
Listen to the full interview on:
http://scottishjusticematters.com/podcasts.
http://stephaniecovington.com/
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